Eduwaive Foundation
6 months internship program by Eduwaive Foundation for the college students, looking to get internship in Machine Learning
and Big Data space.
About Eduwaive Foundation(http://www.eduwaive.org/)
Eduwaive Foundation is a not-for-profit company in higher education space with the mission to channelize the youth especially
in tier 2-3 colleges and universities towards research, jobs and entrepreneurship opportunities in social good sectors by upskilling with an integrated STEM and humanities education via projects based learning. We aim at making higher education
accessible, inclusive and affordable which will enable our youth towards the opportunities of fourth industrial revolution and help
them solve socio economic problems of our country.
The world is changing. There’s no way around this fact. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is here. And, whether you know it or
not, it will affect you. Billions of people and countless machines are connected to each other and through groundbreaking
technology, unprecedented processing power and speed, and massive storage capacity, data is being collected and harnessed like
never before. We have all heard the stories about computers beating chess player, go players, and other activities. This shift will
enable workers on the front line, on the road and in the field to make smarter decisions, solve tough problems and do their jobs
better. Previous industrial revolutions have shown us that if people, companies and industries don’t adapt with new technologies
i.e. automation, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, they struggle. Worse, they fail. Downplaying fears of jobs getting
wiped out with Artificial Intelligence (AI), research firm Gartner said more jobs will be created than lost. In the global arena,
research firm has predicted that AI will create 2.3 million new jobs. New job roles created by AI are data scientist, big data
engineer, big data analyst, data legal officer, data science product manager, computer vision engineer, ai research scientist, ai
social scientist, Business intelligence developer etc

Internship Program
Eduwaive Foundation is offering a 6 months stipend led internship at its office in Chandigarh with a likely opportunity for PPO
for exceptional candidates to work on our hybrid learning platform that we are building. Internship will provide opportunity to
college students to work on live projects related to AI, Machine learning, Big Data, Cloud Computing, IOT after a rigorous 2
months shadow project with mentorship from Industry experts. Our experts have been invited as speakers on Machine Learning
and Cloud Computing at various conferences and colleges including Google Cloud Summit which is an annual international
conference by Google. Our experts collectively have over 100 years of experience in the new age technologies IOT, ML, AI,
BigData, Cloud Computing etc. and alumnus of ISB, Thapar, PEC, IITD and have worked with BI, ML and BigData
companies like Guavus Networks, Delhivery, Walmart, ElementAI, RateGain, Sapient, SymphonyAI, HCL, Wall Street, RBS
etc.

Total Vacancies - 12
Stipend - 8000 INR
Working days - Monday to Friday
Office Location - Eduwaive Foundation, Workcave, Sec 37, Chandigarh
Our selection process has 3 stages:1. Pre-internship talk at the college premises
2. Preliminary test around 2-3 hours at the college premises with Eduwaive Foundation team's supervision
 General awareness
 Basic Programming (problem statement)
 Quantitative analysis
 Problem solving
 Data analysis
3. Final interviews at our office premises
For more

details about the internship you can click here

Let us know how can we take it forward and if any queries

Regards,
Puneet Jindal

Chief Data Scientist, Eduwaive Foundation
Machine Learning speaker volunteer, Google
Guest faculty, Eduwaive Foundation community program

You can know more about us at:Site - http://www.eduwaive.org
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/eduwaivefoundation/
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/groups/eduwaivefoundation
+91-783-886-0769
+91-995-898-9484

